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Overview

Search system for medical professionals, under 

development

Iterative development and testing

Iterative test development

“Black-box” formative evaluation 
simulated work tasks 

real users
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Motivation

Medical doctors need rapid and accurate 
answers

A search of MEDLINE takes on average 30 minutes [1]

Doctors have on average 5 minutes available for a 

search [2]

40% of searches do not yield the information required [3]

1. Hersh, W.R., Hickam, D.H.: How well do physicians use electronic information retrieval systems? a framework 
for investigation and systematic review. JAMA 280(15) (Oct 1998) 1347-52 PMID: 9794316.

2. Hoogendam, A., Stalenhoef, A.F.H., de Vries Robb, P.F., Overbeke, A.J.P.M.: Answers to Questions Posed 
During Daily Patient Care Are More Likely to Be Answered by UpToDate Than PubMed. J Med Internet Res 
10(4) (2008)

3. Ely, J.W., Oshero, J.A., Maviglia, S.M., Rosenbaum, M.E.: Patient-care questions that physicians are unable 
to answer. JAMA 14 (2007) 407-414
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Khresmoi

• 4 year EU-funded Project

• Currently in its 4th year





The Khresmoi System
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Study Design and Setup

4 tasks

Simulated work tasks with right/wrong answers

10 mins for each task,1 hour overall

Suggested tools (personal library, sharing, translation)

Questionnaires

Demographics

Per Task
prior knowledge before searching
Multiple choice answer + supporting links as documentation
Feedback: good/bad/suggestion

Overall feedback
SUS + custom questions
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Example Task (shortened)

Atrial  Fibrillation

Is it ok for a 69 year old women with a history of atrial fibrillation 

and cardioversion to stop anticoagulation due to recent rhythm stability? 

Case scenario:

A 69 year old woman, diagnosed 4 years ago with atrial fibrillation has successfully 

received cardioversion. That time she felt elevated heart rate and palpitations and 

is taking oral anticoagulants. Since then she is symptom free. She is health 

conscious and regularly measures her heart rate, which seems ok. She is 

otherwise healthy, her heart has a normal structure, only the left ventricle shows a 

moderate enlargement. She wants to stop oral anticoagulants.

From your knowledge: Is it ok for her to STOP taking oral anticoagulants?

( ) Yes  

( ) No 

( ) I don't know / I require further information to answer this question 

Please use KHRESMOI to find the (evidence to support your) answer and cite at 

least 3 websites (or more until you are confident in your answer) that you consider 

supportive. 

Ask for prior 

knowledge 

before 

searching



People and Data

 In person testing

 Two researchers per participant

 facilitator and observer (in another room)

 All participants are medical doctors (19 in total)

Not students or other surrogates

Test users are true target users of the system

Data collection

Questionnaires

Observation

Logging

Self-report

Discussions
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Test Software

Run the test

Display task descriptions and 
questionnaires in order

Prompt users

Record the test

Screen

Mouse, Keyboard, Window 
Events

Webcam and Audio

Observe the test

Comments and observations

Add live and later
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Iterative process

1. Prepare initial versions of tasks, 
questions, test protocol

2. Run pilot tests with test users, applying 
changes after each one until no more 
problems occur 

3. Freeze test and run with exactly the 
same setup x times

4. Evaluate the data from 3

5. Go back to 1 with learnings from 3 and 4

NB: all users participate only once
13



Pilot tests: Test the test before you test

 Initial system design was based on a large-scale 
online survey

 Leads to unrealistic expectations with regard to what 
tests can accomplish

 Pilot tests: Rapid iteration of test design (tasks, 
questionnaires, schedule)

 In our case: Stable after 5 versions

Outcome:

 Shorter, simpler, clearer, more focused, more 
reliable
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Findings (1)

Multilingual environment

Mixed-language queries are surprisingly common
Participants were German speakers, test setup was in 

English

Language detection and spelling correction stumble 

over mixed language queries

Hard to decide whether misspelled English or correct 

German word

Translation of the whole process
Either users really depend on the translation, then 

everything needs to be translated, incl. fulltext of 

results 

Or they switch to English anyway
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Findings (2)

Very efficient in uncovering: 

Bugs and errors in software

Additional data source and display requirements

Implicit assumptions of developers vs. users
E.g., that queries are always in one language

Finds problems caused by integration of 
components that are much harder to find 
with a component-based evaluation

Spelling correction vs. translation

Filtering results vs. clustering feature
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Future work

More tests

Smaller “walk in” tests
 at professional meetings
 at conferences during coffee breaks

Much shorter (20 mins total maximum)

More different users (age, specialty, etc.)

Planned for rest of 2013:
Pediatricians and dermatologists
Specialists of internal medicine
Self-employed general practitioners

More features to test

Query templates

Semantic queries

 Image search
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Summary

Medical search is a domain with room for 
improvement

We employed an iterative approach to 
perform a formative evaluation

With target users (medical doctors) as testers

With realistic simulated work tasks 

With integrated, comprehensive system under test

Orthogonal to component-based evaluation

Resources will be made available
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• http://khresmoi.eu

• @khresmoi

• Khresmoi LinkedIn Group

http://khresmoi.eu/

